HEAL THE WEB A & B IS A STRONGLY GEOMETRIC FONT FAMILY WITH MANY ALTERNATE GLYPHS.

IT IS OPEN SOURCE! LICENSED UNDER THE MPL-2.0 LICENSE.
As result we developed two corresponding, combinable fonts: Heal the Web A, with improved legibility for Body text and Heal the web B for big Screensizes and experimental edgy typography.

Both Versions have collections of alternate Glyphs which originated from In-between steps of the design process. They are accessible through OpenTypes Stylistic sets.

The original lettering resembled circuits, connections and networks through geometric shapes sticking together like an abstract puzzle. This complex lettering became the source for a new font.

While preserving the original edgy character of the Glyphs our goal became to create an entire font with improved legibility and the potential for typographic experiments.

It started with a message; "Heal the Web!" - developed by Rainbow Unicorn for Mozilla's yearly Internet Health Report.

↑ Above: The original lettering artwork. Available through: Heal the Web B + Stylistic Set 04.
STYLISTIC ALTERNATES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH OPENTYPE STYLISTIC SETS.

HEAL THE WEB A

SS01: SINGLE STORY A AND G
agenda → agenda

SS02: ALTERNATE CAPS SET
REALITY → REALITY

SS03: ALTERNATE LOWER CASE SINGLE STORY A AND G
agenda → agenda

SS04: ALTERNATE T WITH EXTENDED CROSSBAR
alternate → alternate

SS05: ALTERNATE LOWER CASE SET
alternate → alternate

SS06: STRAIGHT STROKE QUOTES, COMMA AND SEMICOLON
DC, LA; „NY“ → DC, LA; „NY“

HEAL THE WEB B

SS01: ODD ALTERNATE CAPS
ANGRY DOLL → ANGRY DOLL

SS02: COMMON ALTERNATE CAPS
MONT REALITY → MONT REALITY

SS03: SLAP SERIF ALTERNATE CAPS
TARANTINO → TARANTINO

SS04: ALTERNATE LOWERCASE GLYPHS
web reality → web reality

EXTRA: CONTEXTUAL SUBSTITUTES FOR LOWERCASE ALTERNATES
truely altruist → truely altruist
HEAL THE WEB B: ALTERNATE CAPS
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Reality is quite nice!

Reality is quite nice!
WORLD × GLOBE
💀 WARNING!
😊 👩‍💩. ↔

NO 😞 WIFI = 🔍 SEARCH

😊 + ❤️ = 🍰
HEAL THE WEB A

ABCDEFGHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefgijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ½¾⅝⅞ 134567890

GLYPH OVERVIEW

SINGLE STORY A & G
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PUNCTUATION WITH ALTERNATE SQUARE STROKE QUOTES
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SINGLE STORY A & G
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Support for more than 114 languages:
Afrikaans, Akan, Albanian, Asturian, Asu, Bafia, Basque, Bemba, Bena, Breton, Catalan, Chiga, Colognian, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Duala, Dutch, Embu, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Filipino, Finnish, French, Friulian, Fulah, Galician, Ganda, German, Gusii, Hungarian, Igbo, Inari Sami, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Jola-Fonyi, Kabuverdianu, Kalenjin, Kamba, Kikuyu, Kinyarwanda, Koyraboro Senni, Koyra Chiini, Kwasio, Luyia, Machame, Makonde, Malagasy, Maltese, Manx, Masai, Meru, Meta', Morisyen, Ngiemboon, Northern Sami, North Ndebele, Norwegian Bokmål, Norwegian Nynorsk, Nyankole, Oromo, Polish, Portuguese, Quechua, Romanian, Romansh, Rombo, Rundi, Rwa, Samburu, Sango, Sangu, Scottish Gaelic, Sena, Serbian, Shambala, Shona, Slovak, Soga, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Swiss German, Taita, Tasawaq, Teso, Turkish, Upper Sorbian, Uzbek (Latin), Vai, Vietnamese, Volapük, Vunjo, Walser, Welsh, Western Frisian, Yangben, Yoruba, Zarma, Zulu.

Pchnąć w tę łóźę jeźa lub osiem skrzyni fig. Żywioł, jaźń, Świerk.

Flygande bäckasiner söka strax hwila på mjuka tuvor.

Üzüme yetişemeyen tilki, Balık ağa, üzüme ekşi dermiş.

Être la mère, vérité la cœur maître.

LANGUAGE SUPPORT FOR EUROPEAN, SOUTHAMERICAN, OCEANIAN, PAN AFRICAN, VIETNAMESE AND MORE.
LICENSE

THESE FONTS ARE OPEN SOURCE.

YOU CAN USE THEM FREELY IN YOUR PROJECTS & PRODUCTS – PRINT OR DIGITAL.

BOTH FONTS, HEAL THE WEB A AND HEAL THE WEB B, ARE LICENSED UNDER THE MPL-2.0 LICENSE.

DESIGNED BY JAKUB KANIOR & RAINBOW UNICORN, 2020.
JAKUB KANIOR A.K.A. FLEXN
E-MAIL: FLEXN@FLEXN.COM
WWW.FLEXN.DE

RAINBOW UNICORN
A.NIEDHART, C.REICH GBR
ANKLAMER STR.50
10115 BERLIN
TELEPHONE: +49 30 12 07 67 82
E-MAIL: MAIL@RAINBOW-UNICORN.COM
WWW.RAINBOW-UNICORN.COM
THANK YOU! 😊